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Automatic camera calibration using multiple
sets of pairwise correspondences
Francisco Vasconcelos, João P. Barreto, and Edmond Boyer
Abstract—We propose a new method to add an uncalibrated node into a network of calibrated cameras using only pairwise point
correspondences. While previous methods perform this task using triple correspondences, these are often difficult to establish
when there is limited overlap between different views. In such challenging cases we must rely on pairwise correspondences
and our solution becomes more advantageous. Our method includes an 11-point minimal solution for the intrinsic and extrinsic
calibration of a camera from pairwise correspondences with other two calibrated cameras, and a new inlier selection framework
that extends traditional RANSAC to sampling across multiple datasets. Our method is validated on different application scenarios
where a lack of triple correspondences might occur: addition of a new node to a camera network; calibration and motion
estimation of a moving camera inside a camera network; and addition of views with limited overlap to a Structure-from-Motion
model.
Index Terms—Camera Calibration, Camera Networks, Minimal Algorithms, RANSAC
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I NTRODUCTION

A camera network, in the context of this article, is
a set of cameras with synchronous image acquisition
and partial overlap in the field-of-views (FOVs). These
camera networks are popular in application domains
that are concerned with the capture, the record, and
the analysis of dynamic scenes, such as surveillance,
gait analysis, human-motion capture, or 3D modelling
for the movie industry [1]. Such applications invariably require the camera network to be calibrated,
meaning that both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
must be known for all camera nodes in order to fuse
the multiple-view information.
The problem of camera network calibration has
been broadly addressed in the past. One possibility is to use a known calibration object, such as a
checkerboard pattern, that is simultaneously observed
by all nodes [2], [3], [4]. Some authors have recently
proposed to observe the object through planar mirror
reflections in order to handle situations of little or no
overlap in the FOVs [5], [6]. Another option is to freely
move a Light-Emitting Diodes (LED) in a dark room
for obtaining accurate image correspondences that are
used as inputs into factorization step [7], [8], [9]. All
these calibration procedures are explicit, in the sense
that they require substantial human intervention, and
are meant to be carried as an initial off-line step before
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starting operating the network.
In spite of the many explicit methods for accomplishing camera network calibration, there are situations for which an automatic, unsupervised scheme is
highly advantageous such as adding or adjusting the
position of a camera while the network is in operation.
Some efforts have been made to accomplish this task
in real time in the context of sports broadcasting [10],
[11]. These approaches take advantage from the fact
that a sports field provides easily detectable features
from a planar region. When no assumptions are made
about the viewed scene a more suitable alternative is
to estimate the camera parameters from natural image
point correspondences with neighbouring calibrated
views. It is well known that the camera projection
matrix can be estimated in a DLT like manner from 6
or more triple correspondences [12], [13], with triple
correspondence standing for an image point that is
viewed in two other calibrated nodes such that it
is possible to find its 3D coordinates. Unfortunately,
and as shown in Fig. 1, triple correspondences are
often difficult to establish in practice, either because
cameras are separated by a wide-baseline and present
very different perspectives, or because the dynamic
scene creates relative occlusions that preclude matching. Thus, we propose to relax the requirements in
the input data and perform the calibration from independent pairwise correspondences. The problem has
11 unknown parameters (5 intrinsics and 6 extrinsics),
which means that in theory the solution can be fully
constrained from a total of 11 pairwise correspondences between the uncalibrated camera and two distinct calibrated views. We propose a minimal solution
for the problem (the 11-pt algorithm) that requires 7
matches with the first view and 4 matches with the
second view.
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change in viewpoint our method is able to outperform the state-of-the-art.
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Fig. 1. Correspondences extracted from SIFT features.
Given the wide baseline between the views there is a
single reliable triple correspondence (red) while there
are many reliable pairwise correspondences (blue and
green).

The present article builds on our previous conference publication [14] that discloses the 11-pt algorithm. It is important to note that [14] does not
include any experimental validation on datasets contaminated by outliers, since using standard RANSAC
methods [15] proved to be unsuccessful. The standard
RANSAC formulation assumes a single set of correspondences that is iteratively sampled to compute
candidate models that are used to split data into
inliers and outliers. In our case the search requires
sampling more than one dataset that might present
different inlier-outlier statistics. It is shown that overlooking this fact and applying the standard RANSAC
formulation leads to poor results. Thus, we propose
a modified RANSAC version specifically designed to
simultaneously sample multiple datasets. The usefulness of such RANSAC extension goes beyond the
calibration problem at hands and can benefit other
algorithms such as Structure-from-Motion (SfM) using
stereo cameras [16], [17], multi-view camera rigs [18],
[19], or a mixture of point and plane correspondences
[20], [21]. The contributions in this paper can be
summarised as follows:
• A minimal algorithm for estimating the intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters of a camera from 11
independent pairwise correspondences with two
other calibrated cameras.
• Extensions of the well known RANSAC [15],
MLESAC [22], and MAPSAC [23] formulations
for sampling multiple different datasets.
• A simple and efficient implementation of the
complete calibration solution that is able to calibrate a camera from correspondences with two
or more cameras. This implementation is tested
in three different scenarios: calibrating stationary
camera nodes in a network; finding the parameters of a hand-held camera that freely moves
within a camera network space to acquire closeups of foreground dynamic scenes; Adding new
viewpoints to a SfM model. The experiments
demonstrate that in challenging scenarios with
limited overlap in fields of view or significant

R ELATED W ORK

Since a camera array or network can be understood as
a generalised camera [18], the extrinsic calibration of
a camera from independent pairwise correspondences
with multiple views relates with the problem of relative pose estimation between non-central cameras.
It is well known that the rotation and translation between two generalised cameras can be solved linearly
from 17 correspondences [24] and solved minimally
from 6 pairwise correspondences [19]. However, these
methods degenerate in many particular configurations, namely when one of the generalised views is
a pin-hole as it happens in our case. In the case of the
camera network having just two nodes the extrinsic
calibration problem from pairwise correspondences
can be potentially solved using methods developed
for visual odometry using stereo cameras. There is
a minimal solution for the relative pose between
stereo pairs using 6 pairwise correspondences [16]
that estimates an up-to scale relative pose solution
using 5 correspondences with one camera [25] and
solves the scale factor with an additional correspondence from another camera. A non-minimal solution
using 10 correspondences was also proposed for the
case of any arbitrary combination of correspondences
between the 4 views of two stereo rigs [17]. Since in
this paper we focus on both intrinsic and extrinsic
calibration from pairwise correspondences, the above
mentioned works relate but do not directly apply.
Whenever triple correspondences are available the
calibration objective can be accomplished using standard techniques described in text books [12], [13].
These approaches typically rely on reconstructing 3D
points from the the calibrated stereo views via triangulation [26], and using these points as known reference to calibrate the third view [8], [13]. Unfortunately,
and as discussed in the introduction, triple correspondences are not always available. A possible alternative
is to build a measurement matrix with the image
correspondences, and perform projective factorization
using the Sturm-Triggs algorithm [27] with a suitable
extension for handling missing data [7]. However, this
class of methods is meant for problems with multiple
cameras and large number of correspondences, and
it is unlikely that the approach will converge to a
solution using only pairwise correspondences. Levi
and Werman propose to build a viewing graph where
pairs of camera nodes are linked by their fundamental
matrices [28]. They show that, given a subset of
known fundamental matrices, it is possible to determine the remaining edges in the graph as far as each
camera node is connected with at least two other
camera nodes. This condition is not verified whenever
we aim to calibrate a camera that has been just added
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to an existing camera network. In [29] Josephson et al.
investigate the problem of calibrating a camera node
from mixtures of triple and pairwise correspondences.
However, and to the best of our knowledge, the
calibration of a camera using exclusively independent
pairwise correspondences with two other views has
never been addressed in the literature before.
Additionally we are interested in robust estimation
with RANSAC when candidate solutions are generated by sampling multiple datasets. This problem is
only briefly addressed in [16] when estimating the
relative pose between stereo rigs. In that problem
RANSAC must independently select one sample from
3 datasets containing 2-view, 3-view, and 4-view correspondences. It is shown that the number of RANSAC
iterations must be computed in a different way when
the different datasets have different inlier ratios, and
also that different types of correspondences should be
weighted differently on the cost function. However,
the observations made in [16] can only be directly
extended to problems where we know exactly how
many samples are selected in each dataset. In our
calibration problem this might not be the case, since
there are different combinations of pairwise correspondences among different cameras that can generate a solution. Adapting other variants from the
RANSAC-family (e. g. MLESAC [22]) to a multiple
dataset framework have also never been addressed
before.
2.1

Notation

Scalars are represented by plain letters, e.g. λ, vectors
are indicated by bold symbols, e.g. t, and matrices are
denoted by letters in sans serif font, e.g. T. 3D lines
are expressed in homogeneous Plucker coordinates,
e.g. the 6 × 1 vector L. The equality up to scale is
denoted by ∼ in order to be distinguished from the
strict equality =, and the operator [v]× designates the
3 × 3 skew symmetric matrix of a 3 × 1 vector v. We
also use matrix superscripts, e. g. T{n} , to denote its
nth column. ⊗ denotes the kronecker product.
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P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

Let us consider two calibrated cameras CA and CB ,
such that the matrices of intrinsic parameters are KA
and KB , and the absolute poses are expressed in a
world coordinate system Ow by the rotation matrices
RA and RB , and the translation vectors tA and tB .
Consider an additional camera C for which both the
intrinsic calibration K, and the extrinsic calibration R,
t are unknown. Our article addresses the problem of
calibrating this third camera using as input data a set
(i)
of a image correspondences (x(i) , xA ) between C and
(j)
CA , and set of b image correspondences (x(a+j) , xB )
between C and CB (Fig. 2). We assume that the two

Ow
(RB,tB)

(RA,tA)
(R,t)

CB

CA

C

Fig. 2. We consider the problem of fully calibrating the
camera C, given pairwise correspondences with two
calibrated cameras CA and CB .
sets of pairwise matches are independent, meaning
that
xi 6= xa+j , ∀i=1...a, j=1...b .
(1)
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L INEAR

CONSTRAINTS

In this section we derive a system of linear equations that has a minimum number of unknowns and
fully constrains the camera calibration. The problem
is formulated in the context of epipolar geometry
between general camera models [18], with one side
being the uncalibrated pin-hole camera C, and the
other side being the pair of calibrated cameras CA and
CB that can be understood as a particular instance of
a non-central imaging device denoted by CA ∪ CB .
It is shown below that under such configuration the
corresponding back-projection lines must satisfy a
bilinear relation expressed by a 3 × 5 matrix, and that
the estimation of the epipolar geometry using a DLTlike approach cannot be achieved with less than 14
pairwise matches.
Note that when the intrinsics are known, this problem is a particular case of the pose estimation between
calibrated general camera models [18] that has already
been solved both linearly [24] and using the minimal
number of 6 pairwise correspondences [19].
4.1

Line Incidence Relations

Let xA and xB be image points in CA and CB . Since
the cameras are fully calibrated, the corresponding
back-projection lines LA and LB can be expressed in
the common world reference frame Ow by a homogeneous Plücker vector [30]


dA/B
LA/B ∼
,
(2)
mA/B
with the 3-vectors dA/B and mA/B being respectively
the direction and the moment of the line. In a similar manner, an image point x in C gives rise to a
back-projection line L that is represented in the local
camera reference frame by
 
d
L ∼
,
(3)
0

4

C
(R,t)
G3
G2
z
CA

LA

y

LB
G5

x

G4

h
CB
G1

Fig. 3. The space generated by two bundles of lines
(the rays of 2 pinhole cameras) can be fully represented as the linear span of {G1 , G2 , G3 , G4 , G5 }.
with the direction depending on the matrix of intrinsic
parameters K
d ∼ K−1 x .
(4)
If x and xA/B are image correspondences, then the
back-projection lines L and LA/B must be incident.
Given the rigid displacement between the reference
frames Ow and C, and the condition for two lines
in Plücker coordinates to intersect, then the following
condition must hold [30]



0 I
R
0
T
L
LA/B = 0 .
(5)
I 0
[t]× R R
Since the moment of L is always zero, then the above
equation can be re-written as

dT [t]× R R LA/B = 0 .
(6)
Equation 6 is the particular case of the generalized
epipolar constraint proposed in [18] when one of the
cameras is a conventional pin-hole. However, and
similarly to the general case, the bilinear relation
between back-projection lines is expressed by a 3 × 6
matrix that encodes the calibration parameters. In a
first glance it might seem that linearly estimating the
18 entries of this matrix up to a global scale factor
can be carried with 17 or more image correspondences
between C and the camera pair CA ∪ CB . However,
and as discussed below, these correspondences only
provide 15 independent linear constraints in the matrix parameters.
In our case the parametrization of equation 6 leads
to a linear estimation problem that is underdetermined. This is a situation similar to the degenerate
configurations recently reported in [24] in the context
of motion estimation using a calibrated multi-camera
rig.
4.2

Compact linear formulation

The image rays belonging to two pinhole cameras
CA and CB define a subset of lines that intersect a
common axis h (Fig 3). This subset is called a linear
line congruent [31], and all its elements can be defined

as a linear combination of five lines G1 , G2 , G3 , G4 ,
G5 that intersect h. In our calibration problem every
possible back-projection line LA/B must intersect the
line going through CA and CB (the baseline). Thus,
the lines LA/B can be represented in a unique manner
as the linear combination of any 5 lines Gi that
intersect the baseline

LA/B ∼ G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 λA/B , (7)
|
{z
}
G

where G is a 6 × 5 matrix with full rank, and λA/B is
a 5-vector defined up to scale. Replacing in equation
6 yields

dT [t]× R R G λA/B = 0 .
(8)
We have just re-written the epipolar constraint of
equation 6 as a bilinear relation between the direction
d of the line L in camera C, and the representation
λA/B of the back-projection line LA/B in the generalized camera CA ∪ CB . Since the bilinear relation
is now encoded by a 3 × 5 matrix with 15 entries,
then 14 image point correspondences are sufficient
for estimating the epipolar geometry in a DLT-like
manner.
Given the two arbitrary calibrated cameras, it is
always possible to perform a change of reference
frames for achieving the configuration exhibited in
Fig. 3. We consider, without any loss of generality,
that the world reference frame is aligned with the
coordinate system of camera CA , and that the Xaxis is coincident with the baseline defined by the
projection centers of the two pin-holes. The local
reference frame of the second camera is assumed to
have origin in CB and to be parallel to the coordinate
system of CA . Under such circumstances the rigid
transformation that maps point coordinates from CB
to CA is given by


I h
TB→A =
(9)
0 1
with I being the 3 × 3 identity matrix and h =
T
h 0 0 . Since the axes X, Y, Z of the system of
coordinates of CA , and the axes Y, Z of the reference
frame of CB are linearly independent lines, then they
can be used to establish a basis G for the LLC defined
by the baseline. It follows that


I I{2,3}
G ∼
(10)
{2,3}
0 [h]×
with the upper script {2, 3} denoting the second and
third columns of the matrix.
Let us now consider an image correspondence
(x, xA ) between C and CA . The back-projection of
xA is a line LA with direction dA expressed in the
reference frame of CA . Given the basis G above, it
follows that LA ∼ G λA with
T
0 0 .
λA ∼ dT
(11)
A
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Replacing in equation 8, and making d ∼ K−1 x,
yields
xT FA dA = 0
(12)
with FA being the standard fundamental matrix between the uncalibrated camera C and the calibrated
view CA
FA = K−T [t]× R .
(13)
Repeating the reasoning for the case of an image
correspondence (x, xB ) between C and CB , it follows
that
xT FB dB = 0
(14)
with FB being the fundamental matrix between C and
CB that can be written as
FB = FA + K−1 R[h]× .

(15)

It follows from the equation above that the first
columns of matrices FA and FB are always equal
{1}
{1}
(FA = FB ).
(i)
Given the image correspondences (x(i) , dA ), with
(j)
i = 1, . . . a, and (x(a+j) , dB ) with j = 1, . . . b, we can
determine the lines

T
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
λA ∼ dA,1
(16)
dA,2 dA,3 0 0

T
(i)
(i)
(i)
λB ∼ d(i)
(17)
B,1 0 0 dB,2 dB,3
and establish a system of linear equations based on
the bilinear constraints of equations 12 and 14.


T
(1) T
λA ⊗ x(1)

  {1} 
..

 F
A


.

 F{2} 
T
T

 (a)


 λA ⊗ x(a)   A
{3} 
(18)
=0
 (1) T


F

λ
(a+1) T   A
 B ⊗x
 F{2} 
B


..

 F{3}
.


B
(b) T

λB

⊗ x(a+b)

T

If a + b ≥ 14 then the fundamental matrices FA and
FB can be determined up to a common scale factor
using a standard DLT approach.

5

M INIMAL

SOLUTION

We have shown that the two fundamental matrices,
FA and FB , that encode the calibration information K,
R, and t, can be determined from a minimum of 14 independent image correspondences. However, the total
number of independent unknowns is 11 (5 intrinsic
parameters and 6 extrinsic parameters) meaning that
the estimation problem can be further constrained.
Two of these constrains are rather obvious:
det(FA ) = 0 ,

(19)

det(FB ) = 0 .

(20)

For the third constraint it must be observed that the
sum of FA and FB is still a fundamental matrix.

From equations 13 and 15 it comes after algebraic
manipulation that
FA + FB = K−1 [2t + Rh]× R ,

(21)

which means that the following condition must hold
det(FA + FB ) = 0 .

(22)

The equation above basically enforces the condition
that FA and FB must be two fundamental matrices
encoding the same rotation R.
5.1

Outline of the estimation algorithm

FA and FB can be estimated from a minimum number of a + b = 11 pairwise correspondences. Note,
however, that a single fundamental matrix can be
estimated from 7 pairwise correspondences with a
single camera, and therefore if a > 7 or b > 7 some
equations are redundant. There are only two solvable
minimal configurations in this problem: (a = 7, b = 4)
and (a = 6, b = 5). We consider only the case
(a = 7, b = 4):
1) Build the linear system of equation 18 from the
11 pairwise correspondences.
2) Use the top 7 equations of this system determine
a 2-dimensional solution space for the 9 parameters of FA using SVD. This enables to write
FA (α) = A0 + αA with α being a free parameter.
3) Compute α by solving the cubic constraint of
equation 19 and determine FA .
4) Substitute the up-to scale solution of FA in the
linear system of equation 18. This system has
now only 7 unknowns: the 6 parameters of FB
and the scale factor of FA . The bottom 4 equations of this system can be used to determine a 3dimensional solution space for FB . This enables
to write FB (β1 , β2 ) = B00 + β1 B0 + β2 B.
5) Substitute FA and FB (β1 , β2 ) in equations 20 and
22. This leads to a bivariate system of 2 quadratic
equations. Compute β1 and β2 by solving the
bivariate system [32], and determine the fundamental matrix FB .
Since the cubic equation of step 3 gives up to 3
discrete solutions, and the bivariate system of quadric
equations has at most 4 distinct solutions, then there
is a maximum of 12 possible solutions for the pair of
fundamental matrices (FA , FB ).
5.2

Degenerate Configurations

The 11-point solution degenerates in two cases. If
the 7 pairwise correspondences that are established
with the same camera belong to a single plane the
linear system of equation 18 is rank deficient. This
is a known degenerate configuration in Fundamental
matrix estimation []. The second degeneracy happens
when there is no translation between the two calibrated cameras CA and CB . In this case all calibrated image rays belong to the same bundle and

6

After knowing K, we can compute the essential
matrix EA and apply standard techniques for determining the rotation R and the translation t up to scale
factor [12], [13]. The scale factor can be easily found
using the known baseline between CA and CB .

*

rB

sA
sB-A

rA
eA= Kt

rB-A

sB

eB-eA =Kt+KRh

7
eB =KRh

Fig. 4. Conic envelope Ω establishes linear relations
sT KKT s = 0 and rT KKT r = 0.
the problem becomes equivalent to the estimation of
a fundamental matrix between a calibrated and an
uncalibrated pinhole views.
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FACTORIZATION

OF

FA

AND

FB

In order to solve the calibration problem, FA and FB
must be factorized into the intrinsic parameters K
and the relative pose R, t . Let us first discuss the
extraction of the matrix K. Consider the fundamental
matrix FA that is given in equation 13. After some
algebraic manipulations we obtain that
T
FA FT
A ∼ [eA ]× KK [eA ]×

(23)

with eA = Kt denoting the left side epipole of FA
(the image on C of the principal point of CA ). From
the result above it follows that, if y is a point in the
projective plane that satisfies
y T FA FT
Ay = 0,

(24)

then the line defined by y and eA lies in the conic
envelope Ω∗ = KKT that is the dual of the image
of the absolute conic (DIAC) [12], [13]. FA FT
A is a
rank 2 symmetric matrix that can be understood as
a degenerate conic locus comprising the points lying
in two lines sA , rA that intersect eA . From the two
observations above it is easy to conclude that sA , rA
must belong to the DIAC, as shown in Fig. 4. The
same reasoning can be applied to the fundamental
matrix FB of equation 15
FB FB T ∼ [eB ]× KKT [eB ]× ,

(25)

and to the matrix FB − FA that is still rank deficient
because the first columns of the two fundamental
matrices are equal
T

(FB −FA )(FB − FA ) ∼ [eB −eA ]× KKT [eB −eA ]× (26)
Summarizing, and as shown in Fig. 4, the DIAC is
fully constrained by the line pairs arising from the
T
rank 2 degenerate conics FA FT
A , FB FB , and (FB −
T
FA )(FB − FA ) . It is important to refer that, although
we have six lines, they only give rise to five independent constraints on the parameters of the DIAC. This
is explained by the fact that their pairwise intersections are collinear.

RANSAC

WITH MULTIPLE DATASETS

RANSAC [15] is the most widely used method to
eliminate outlier correspondences when a minimal
solution is available. This method attempts to fit a
model T to a single dataset D with L correspondences which are either inliers or outliers. RANSAC
iteratively generates candidate models TC = g(S) by
randomly selecting a subset S with s random samples from D (Fig. 5(a)). In each iteration a candidate
model TC is evaluated using some cost metric and
whenever a model with a lower cost is found it is
stored as the current best candidate. After a certain
number of iterations n RANSAC stops and outputs
the best candidate. Different versions of RANSAC
have different cost metrics: original RANSAC [15]
minimizes the number of outliers for a pre-defined
threshold t; MLESAC [22] chooses the model with
maximum likelihood, assuming that the residue of inliers follows a gaussian distribution, while the residue
of outliers follow a uniform distribution; MAPSAC
[23] maximizes the posterior probability of a model
and its latent parameters. Despite these differences, all
versions of RANSAC work under the assumption that
samples are selected from a single dataset D with a
certain inlier ratio γ whose value is updated according
to the current best candidate. An accurate estimation
of the inlier ratio γ is important to know the required
number of RANSAC iterations and also to compute
the cost metrics of MLESAC and MAPSAC.
Our problem, however, does not fit into the standard assumptions of RANSAC. A model generator
for our problem involves selecting 7 correspondences
from one dataset and 4 from another. These two
datasets might have different inlier ratios and thus all
RANSAC assumptions that depend on a single value
γ must be revised. Additionally we might think of a
scenario where there are correspondences with N > 2
cameras and thus to use RANSAC with our algorithm
we must first select 2 cameras and only then sample 7
and 4 correspondences from them. With these issues
in mind we propose a new framework, called multiRANSAC, that takes into account the sampling of
different datasets.
For the sake of generalization we assume an arbitrary problem with N datasets D1 , ..., DN and a
model generator TC = g(S1 , ..., SM ) that requires M
subsets Sj , each of them containing sj samples from
one of the datasets D1 , ..., DN . As displayed in Fig.
5(b), the sampling process is done in two steps: it first
randomly selects M datasets D̂1 , ..., D̂M from the N
datasets D1 , D2 , ..., DN , with M ≤ N ; then it randomly
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#D=L

Sample
selection
#S=s

Note that the probability γ also represents the inlier
ratio in dataset D. We want to guarantee that the
probability of never selecting s inliers after n iterations
is lower than 1 − p, .i e.

g(S)
TC

(a) RANSAC
#D1=L1

#D2=L2

(1 − γ s )n < 1 − p .

Sample
selection

Dataset
selection
^ =L
^1
#D
1

Therefore, the number of RANSAC iterations is
#S1=s1

n=
^ =L
^j
#D
j

^
^ =L
#D
M
M

#Sj=sj

g(S1,...,SM)

TC

...

...

...
#DN=LN

...

...

...
#Di=Li

#SM=sM

(b) Multi-RANSAC
Fig. 5. Generation of candidate models TC . (a) In
each RANSAC iteration a subset S with s samples is
selected from dataset D. (b) In in each multi-RANSAC
iteration there are two sampling steps: the first step
randomly selects M of the N datasets D1 , ..., DN ; in
the second step sj samples are selected from each of
the M selected datasets D̂j .

selects a subset Sj with sj samples from each selected
dataset D̂j .
In this section we discuss the necessary adaptations
to RANSAC, MLESAC, and MAPSAC when dealing with multiple datasets, which we designate by
multi-RANSAC, multi-MLESAC, and multi-MAPSAC
respectively.
7.1

Multi-RANSAC

In standard RANSAC it is assumed that inlier samples
have a uniform error distribution over some bounded
interval. All samples with an error greater than a
threshold t are considered outliers. In this case the
evaluation cost of each candidate model is simply
the total number of outliers. For the multi-RANSAC
approach we can use the same evaluation metric by
summing up the outliers in all datasets. We might also
consider tuning different thresholds for each dataset,
when it makes sense in a particular problem.
In standard RANSAC the number of iterations n
is determined by guaranteeing that at least in one of
the iterations a model is generated only from inlier
samples with a probability p, set to a value close to 1.
The sampling process is approximated by a succession
of s Bernoulli trials, i. e., a succession of s independent
sample selections with a constant probability γ of
selecting an inlier in each of them. Therefore, the
probability pins of selecting s consecutive inliers is
pins = γ s

(28)

(27)

log(1 − p)
.
log(1 − γ s )

(29)

Whenever a new best model is found, the values γ
and consequently n are updated.
In the multi-RANSAC case n must be computed
differently since the sample selection process has two
steps and each dataset Di might have a different inlier
ratio γi . The probability of obtaining an inlier by first
selecting a random dataset Di and then selecting a
random sample from it is
pin =

N
1 X
γi .
N i=1

(30)

In an analogous manner to the standard RANSAC
formulation we assume that the probability of selecting an inlier from dataset Di is a constant value γi for
successive selections (i. e. the second selection step
is a succession of Bernoulli trials). The probability of
selecting sj inliers by first selecting a random dataset
Di and then selecting sj random samples from it is
pins =

N
1 X sj
γ .
N i=1 i

(31)

We now further approximate the first selection step
(dataset selection) by a succession of Bernoulli trials.
The complete multi-RANSAC sampling process is
thus simplified to selecting a random dataset M times
and for each of them successively selecting s1 , s2 , ...,
sM samples. The probability of selecting only inliers
in this process is
pinall =

M
N
Y
1 X sj
γ .
N i=1 i
j=1

(32)

Using the same reasoning behind equation 29, the
number of multi-RANSAC iterations is now
log (1 − p)
n=
.
(33)
log (1 − pinall )
Note however that approximating the dataset selection step by Bernoulli trials is only valid when M
is much smaller than N because the same dataset
cannot be selected more than once. Specifically in the
case that M = N the above equation might grossly
misestimate the number of required iterations. In
this case the dataset selection step outputs a random
permutation of all datasets, choosing for each dataset
Di which number of samples sj is selected. There are
N ! possible dataset selections, and to obtain pinall we
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must weigh in the probability of selecting only inliers
for all possible permutations.
To illustrate this case consider our calibration problem when there are only correspondences with two
cameras. In this case we have two datasets with pairwise correspondences DA , DB with inlier ratios γA , γB
and we want to select 7 correspondences from one of
them and 4 from the other. In this case N = M = 2
and equation 32 becomes

1 7 4
7 4
7 4
7 4
γA γB + γB
γA + γA
γA + γB
γB
(34)
pinall =
4
However, in a more careful analysis, we can observe
that the dataset selection step has only two possible
outcomes: either 7 correspondences are selected from
DA and 4 from DB , or 4 correspondences are selected
from DA and 7 from DB . The probability of selecting
only inliers in this process is
1 7 4
7 4
(γ γ + γB
γA ) .
(35)
2 A B
All the results derived for computing the number of
multi-RANSAC iterations also extend to the multiMLESAC and multi-MAPSAC formulations discussed
next.
pinall =

7.2

Multi-MLESAC

MLESAC [22] aims at finding the model T with
minimum negative log-likelihood, given a set of measurements D. Each sample dk in D can be put into
one of two subsets: the inliers I or the outliers O.
The residue of samples in I is assumed to follow
a gaussian distribution N (0, σ). A model T, given an
inlier sample dk with residue rkI , has a likelihood
−|rk |2
1
L(T|rkI ) = √
e 2σ2 .
2πσ

(36)

The samples from O are observations independent
from the model, and their residue is assumed to
follow a uniform distribution over an interval [− v2 , v2 ].
A model T, given an outlier sample dk with residue
rkO has a constant likelihood
1
.
(37)
v
The samples from dataset D follow a mixed distribution of inliers and outliers and therefore the likelihood
L(T|rk ) of a model T, given a random sample dk from
D with residue rk is
 


−|rk |2
1
1−γ
L(T|rk ) = γ √
e 2σ2 +
,
(38)
v
2πσ
L(T|rkO ) =

where γ is the probability of dk being an inlier.
The MLESAC problem can now be formulated by
considering the negative log-likelihood of T given all
L samples in D
!
L
X
min −
log L(T|rk ) .
(39)
T

k=1

Note that the inlier ratio γ is updated in each
iteration using expectation maximization with the
following constraint:
L

γ=

1X
P r(rkI |γ)
L

(40)

k=1

where γ is initialized to 0.5 on the left side of the
equation and is iteratively updated until convergence.
We now consider the multi-MLESAC problem.
When sampling from N different datasets we aim at
maximizing the likelihood of model T given datasets
D1 , ..., DN , each of them with a number of samples
Li , an inlier standard deviation σi , an outlier range
vi , and an inlier ratio γi . In this case the likelihood of
a model T, given a sample di,k from dataset Di with
a residue ri,k is
!
 −|ri,k |2

1 − γi
1
2σ 2
i
e
+
. (41)
L(T|ri,k ) = γi √
vi
2πσi
The multi-MLESAC problem for N datasets can
now be formulated as
!
Li
N X
X
min −
log L(T|ri,k ) .
(42)
T

i=1 k=1

Note that to compute γ1 , ..., γN in each iteration we
have to solve N expectation maximization problems
with the form of equation 40.
After multi-MLESAC is finished, the inliers of the
best candidate model can be found by checking for
each sample if its probability of being an inlier is
higher than of being an outlier
I
O
γi L(T|ri,k
) > (1 − γi )L(T|ri,k
)

(43)

which, by observation of equations 36 and 37, can be
rewritten as
√
2πσi (1 − γi )
2
2
|ri,k | < −2σi ln
.
(44)
γ i vi
The most notable difference when we step from
a standard MLESAC formulation to multi-MLESAC
is that different datasets might have different inlier
ratios γi . This reflects a practical scenario where some
datasets are consistently more reliable than others.
Multi-MLESAC is able to capture those differences by
estimating separate values γi for each dataset, which
in turn results in a different cost function and inlier
threshold for each dataset.
7.3

Multi-MAPSAC

The MLESAC formulation can be further generalized
to a maximum a posteriori problem (MAPSAC [23]).
While [23] does a very exhaustive bayesian analysis of
random sampling for geometric problems, we are only
interested in its key observation that an algorithm
from the RANSAC family does not only estimate the
parameters of model T but also an additional set
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of latent parameters, namely by deciding whether
each sample is an inlier or an outlier through the
expectation maximization of the inlier ratio γ. Taking
this into account we formulate the multi-MAPSAC
problem as
max

T,γ1 ,...,γN

P r(T, γ1 , ..., γN |R1 , ..., RN ) ,

(45)

where R1 , ..., RN represent the residues of all samples
from D1 , ..., DN respectively, which follow the mixed
inlier-outlier distribution of multi-MLESAC. This formulation can be re-written as
max

T,γ1 ,...,γN

P r(γ1 , ..., γN , T)P r(R1 , ..., RN |T, γ1 , ..., γN ) (46)

Note that although this is a MAP formulation,
it is not a step-by-step generalization of the MAPSAC method described in [23], which deals with
the marginalization of parameter γ and the effect of
additional latent parameters, e. g. reconstructed 3D
points. In this paper we do not take these issues into
account.
When compared to multi-MLESAC, equation 46
has an additional prior on the model and the latent
parameters P r(γ1 , ..., γN , T). Prior knowledge about
the model T is a very specific issue in each application
scenario and we ignore it in the context of this paper.
Our main motivation behind this formulation is to
account for prior knowledge about the inlier ratios γi .
While multi-MLESAC assumes that parameters γi are
independent from each other, with multi-MAPSAC
we want to account for the possibility that this is not
the case.
Using prior knowledge on the relative distribution
of inlier ratios γi is important in the context of our
calibration problem. For simplicity, consider the case
where there are pairwise correspondences with only
two cameras (N = M = 2). Correspondences with
one camera just give us a fundamental matrix, while
the pairwise correspondences with two cameras give
us both the extrinsic and intrinsic camera calibration.
This means that a candidate model with many inliers in one dataset and very few on the other is
a poor solution that is over-fitting to a particular
fundamental matrix. To tackle this issue we use the
multi-MAPSAC approach and define a prior probability function P r(γA , γB ) that penalizes significantly
uneven distributions of inliers
P r(γA , γB ) = (α + 1)2 (γA γB )α ,

(47)

where the parameter α is set to a value with the same
order of magnitude as the number of correspondences
in each dataset. Note that the constant factor (α + 1)2
is just to guarantee that P r(γA , γB ) is a probability
density function for γA , γB between 0 and 1. In the
context of maximum a posteriori estimation it can be
ignored. These observations also extend to a scenario
where there are correspondences with N cameras
C1 ,...,CN . Note, however, that the over-fitting case

discussed above can only happen when a candidate
solution fits well into just one dataset. Thus, the prior
term P r(γA , γB ) should be computed using only the
two highest values from γ1 ,...,γN .
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C AMERA C ALIBRATION

WITH

N

VIEWS

The multi-MAPSAC formulation can be used together
with the minimal solution described in section 5 to
provide a generalised calibration pipeline that is able
to add a new node into a network given an arbitrary
number N of different calibrated views. To achieve
this, in each multi-MAPSAC iteration, we start by
randomly sampling two out of N calibrated views
and then sample 7 and 4 correspondences from each
of those views respectively. Each candidate solution is
then evaluated against all available datasets according
to equation 46. It must be noted, however, that in
a realistic scenario a large camera network will contain many different nodes that do not overlap with
the field of view of the newly added camera. This
would make the multi-MAPSAC sampling process
extremely inefficient, since in many iterations datasets
with no inliers would be selected. To avoid this we
perform a pre-filtering step where only the views
with enough correspondences are considered for the
sampling process. The complete calibration algorithm
is summarised in the following section.
8.1

Algorithm Outline

Given a set of N calibrated views, a new node can be
fully calibrated with the following process:
1) Establish pairwise point correspondences between the new node and all the N calibrated
views (e. g. using SIFT features)
2) For each of the N sets of pairwise correspondences, perform 7-point RANSAC and remove
outlier correspondences
3) Out of the N sets of pairwise correspondences,
select those whose number of correspondences
surpasses a given threshold
4) Perform multi-RANSAC on the selected sets,
providing an initial calibration solution and a
set of inlier pairwise correspondences
5) Refine the solution using Bundle Adjustment, as
detailed in section 8.2.
8.2

Bundle adjustment

A final refinement with bundle adjustment must be
used to achieve an optimal solution. Usually bundle adjustment minimizes the re-projection of reconstructed 3D points onto the cameras. However, since
our formulation only uses pairwise correspondences,
the introduction of unknown 3D points is an unnecessary burden. As described in [13], an explicit
representation of 3D points can be avoided by minimizing the perpendicular distances between point
correspondences and their epipolar lines.
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Given a pairwise point correspondence (x, x̂) between two cameras related by a fundamental matrix
F, the epipolar error r can measured by the distance
in pixels between point x and the epipolar line of x̂
r=
with

xT FT x̂
.
||I2×3 FT x̂||


1
=
0

I2×3

0
1

0
0

(48)


.

(49)

Analogously, the distance between point x̂ and the
epipolar line of x is
r̂ =

x̂T Fx
.
||I2×3 Fx||

(50)

We now consider a network with N calibrated
cameras with rotations {R1 , R2 , ..., RN }, translations
{t1 , t2 , ..., tN }, and intrinsics {K1 , K2 , ..., KN } in a
common reference frame, and a new camera with
unknown parameters R, t, K. The new camera has a set of Li pairwise correspondences
{(xi,1 , x̂i,1 ), (xi,2 , x̂i,2 ), ..., (xi,Li , x̂i,Li )} with each calibrated camera i = 1, 2, ..., N . Therefore, the bundle
adjustment problem becomes
min

R,t,K

Li
N X
X

2
2
ri,k
+ r̂i,k

(51)

i=1 k=1

with
ri,k =
r̂i,k =

!
xi,k T Fi T x̂i,k
||I2×3 Fi T x̂i,k ||
!
xˆi,k T Fi xi,k
||I2×3 Fi xi,k ||

Fi = Ki [Ri T t + ti ]× Ri T RK .

(52)
(53)
(54)

Although we do not consider lense distortion in
this paper, it could be incorporated into the bundle
adjustment cost function by considering the epipolar
error ri,k for a correspondence (x, x̂) as the minimum
distance between a point x and the epipolar curve
defined by x̂, F, and the distortion model.
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E XPERIMENTS

In this section we validate our calibration method
using both synthetic data and real imagery. In a
first set of experiments we use synthetic data to
demonstrate challenging scenarios where our multiRANSAC formulation is essential to obtain accurate
calibrations. We then demonstrate the usefulness of
our calibration method in practice with three distinct
experiments. The first experiment concerns adding, or
re-calibrating, a camera node during network operation, using image point correspondences at a certain
frame time instant. The second experiment refers to
recovering the trajectory and intrinsics of a free moving camera whose acquisition is synchronized with

the network. In the last experiment we demonstrate
the usefulness of our algorithm in the context of
Structure-from-Motion [33], as a post-processing tool
to reconstruct challenging viewpoints. In all experiments, we use SIFT features to establish point correspondences between views.
In the experiments with real data we compare our
11-point calibration algorithm as described in section
8.1 against the standard approach for calibrating a
new view from 3D points in the scene, i. e. the 6-point
linear algorithm [12]. The former uses independent
pairwise correspondences with two calibrated views,
while the latter requires triple correspondences such
that each point in the uncalibrated images is seen by at
minimum of two calibrated cameras in order to enable
3D reconstruction. While our method requires using
multi-MAPSAC and bundle adjustment as described
in section 8.1, the 6-point approach is a single dataset
formulation and relies on 3D point estimation, therefore we use the standard versions of both MLESAC
and bundle adjustment.

9.1

Validation of multi-MAPSAC

We built a simulated environment in order to investigate the conditions where a multi-dataset RANSAC
approach is fundamental to obtain reliable calibration
results. In each simulation trial we generate calibrated
cameras CA , CB , and an uncalibrated camera C in
random poses within a spherical volume such that
they share a common field of view. Then we randomly
generate 3D points that are viewed by cameras CA
, CB , and C. All correspondences are injected with
gaussian noise with 1 pixel standard deviation and
a predefined ratio of outliers. We tried to calibrate
camera C using the 11-point algorithm with multiMAPSAC, multi-MLESAC and standard MLESAC for
different distributions in the number of correspondences and outlier ratios. For a varying number of
correspondences we consider 10% outliers in CA and
40% oultiers in CB , while for a varying outlier ratio
we consider 500 correspondences with CA and 100
correspondences with CB . It can be observed that
our multi-MLESAC and multi-MAPSAC approaches
outperform standard MLESAC when there is an imbalance in both outlier ratio and number of correspondences. Additionally, when this imbalance is too great
the use of a prior on the outlier distribution becomes
important to avoid overfitting to CA , and thus multiMAPSAC significantly outperforms multi-MLESAC.
Note that a simultaneous imbalance in number of
correspondences and outlier ratio is a scenario that
naturally occurs in practice, since with larger baselines
and greater changes between two viewpoints, not
only feature matching methods generally detect fewer
correspondences, but the number of mismatches and
the ratio of outliers increases as well.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between multi-MAPSAC, multiMLESAC and MLESAC using synthetic data. Each
error distribution contains results from 50 calibration
trials. The results with varying number of correspondences (a, c, e) contain 10% outliers in camera A
and 40% outliers in camera B.The results with varying
number of correspondences (b, d, f) contain 500 correspondences in camera A and 100 correspondences in
camera B.
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Addition of a new node to a calibrated network

In this experiment we aim at fully calibrating a camera
using pairwise correspondences with a set of frames
acquired at the same time instant. Data was acquired
with the Grimage platform [34] that comprises a set of
synchronized camera nodes in a room, and it is publicly available as the stick dataset in the 4drepository
[35]. The cameras are calibrated both intrinsically and
extrinsically with the method described in [9].
We want to compare our 11-point approach against
the 6-point method using all available correspondences across the 5 views. For this purpose we selected a particular time instant of the dataset and
the five views that are shown in Fig. 7(a). We then
tried to calibrate each of them assuming the remaining
four were calibrated. The selected camera nodes in
this experiment have significant changes in viewpoint,
making it very difficult to establish triple correspondences. We want to show that in many situations there
are enough pairwise correspondences for our 11-point
algorithm to provide accurate results but not enough

11-ref

6-triplets

6-ref

(d) Focal length error

11−pairwise

6−triplets

(e) Number of inliers

Fig. 7. Addition of a new node to a camera network.
In each trial we try to calibrate one of the cameras in
(a) assuming that the remaining four are calibrated.
(b), (c), (d), (e) show the comparative performance
between 11-point (pairwise) and 6-point (triple) for 250
calibration trials.

triple correspondences for the 6-point algorithm to
work.
Since there is a wide baseline between the five
cameras the two closest cameras typically produce
the majority (if not all) the reliable correspondences.
Therefore, the pipeline described in 8.1 always select
the two views with the higher number of correspondences. In the case of the 6-point algorithm all prefiltered triple correspondences from the four cameras
are used.
For each of the five cameras, the calibration with
the two methods is carried 50 times, summing up
to 250 calibration tests for each approach. The error
distributions before (11-pair, 6-triple) and after (11-ref,
6-ref) the bundle adjustment step are provided in Fig.
7. Note that the errors are displayed in logarithmic
scale and our algorithm provides extremely more
accurate results than the 6-triplets approach, which
completely fails to provide a reasonable calibration
in most cases. This can be explained by the fact that
it is possible to establish a much higher number of
pairwise correspondences than triple correspondences
(Fig. 7(e)), despite the fact that triple correspondences
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are established across the four calibrated cameras.
Calibration of a hand-held camera

(a) Sample Frames

(b) Projected Trajectory
250

20

200

15

150

pixels

25

%

Using the same platform of the previous experiment,
we acquired a set of video sequences where one of the
synchronized cameras is a hand-held moving device.
Each sequence is composed of 30 frames in which
the hand-held camera shares its field of view with
two other calibrated cameras (Fig. 8). In comparison
with the previous experiment the calibrated camera
nodes have a smaller baseline and the viewed scene
is richer in features. This benefits the standard 6point approach, as it is easier to establish triple correspondences. However, the viewed scene is highly
dynamic and contains significant occlusions in some
frames, making it difficult to establish triple correspondences. The intrinsic parameters of the handheld camera were previously determined using the
method described in [9] and we use these values as
groundtruth for comparison with our estimates.
Both the intrinsic parameters and the trajectory of
the hand-held camera are recovered with both our 11point method and the 6-point method. In a first step,
we calibrate each frame independently using pairwise
correspondences with the synchronized frames from
the calibrated cameras. This is convenient for the
case of a hand-held camera with motorized lenses
for which the zoom varies while moving. However,
since in this experiment we know that the camera
intrinsics are stationary, a final estimation with bundle
adjustment is made assuming a single set of intrinsics
for all frames.
The error distribution for the intrinsic parameters
before and after global refinement is presented in Fig.
8(c) and 8(d). Note that although the results for the
standard 6-point approach are worse than our 11point approach, they are significantly better than in
the previous experiment. As explained earlier this is
to be expected, since it is easier to establish correspondences in this set of acquisitions. Although the
initialization results are sufficient for the focal length
to converge to similarly accurate values with both
algorithms, our algorithm is able to provide a much
better estimation of the principal point. Our estimated
camera trajectory is also significantly smoother and
in line with a reasonable hand-held trajectory (Fig.
8(f)), specially when significant occlusions occur (e.
g. the leftmost frames in Fig. 8(e)). Since we do not
have groundtruth values for the camera trajectory, in
Fig. 8(b) both trajectories are projected onto the image
plane of a third calibrated camera in which the person
handling the free camera is visible. For the selected
frames it is quite clear that our estimations with
the 11-point approach (red) are significantly more
accurate than with the 6-point approach (blue). This
confirms the intuition from Fig. 8(f) that our algorithm
provides accurate trajectory estimations.
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Fig. 8. Online calibration of a hand-held camera. Sample images from the synchronized video sequence are
depicted in (a).The trajectory of the hand-held camera
was estimated with the 11-point (blue) and the 6-point
(red) algorithms. In (b) the estimated trajectories are
projected on a different calibrated view.

9.4 Addition of new nodes to an SfM reconstruction
While we mainly focus on camera networks, our
calibration algorithm can be used in any application
that involves calibrating a camera using multiple cali-
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Fig. 9. VisualSfM was run on a set of 19 uncalibrated
images and generated a 3D model with 13 views
(blue and green). From the remaining 6 , our 11-point
calibration algorithm was able insert 3 more views into
the SfM model (red).

brated viewpoints, such as a SfM pipeline [33]. Traditional SfM works by calibrating an initial pair of views
and incrementally adding a new image to the model
in each iteration. New viewpoints are initialised using
correspondences with 3D points in the model (i. e.
triple correspondences) and then refined with bundle
adjustment. SfM stops when it is unable to find any
more images with enough triple correspondences.
In this section we show that some of the viewpoints that an SfM pipeline is unable to reconstruct
due to the lack of triple correspondences can still
be recovered using pairwise correspondences. We ran
visualSfM [36] on a collection of 19 images from
the publicly available Piazza Dante dataset [37]. The
output reconstruction is displayed in Fig. 9, where the
blue and green markers represent the 13 viewpoints
that visualSfM is able to reconstruct. On the remaining
6 viewpoints that visualSfM is unable to reconstruct,
our calibration pipeline is able to detect 3 views (red
markers in Fig. 9) that have more than 50 pairwise correspondences with at least two already reconstructed
views (green markers in Fig. 9). Note that the viewpoints captured by our method are mainly observing
regions that do not contain 3D reconstructed points.
In this way our 11-point algorithm can potentially be
used as an additional tool within SfM to insert very
challenging views.
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C ONCLUSION

We presented a new method for the intrinsic and
extrinsic calibration of a camera from pairwise correspondences with other calibrated cameras. We

showed that there are practical scenarios in the context of camera networks and Structure-from-Motion
where large baselines and limited overlap between
viewpoints makes it extremely difficult or impossible
to use traditional methods that rely on 3D points
to perform camera calibration. In these challenging
cases our method offers a new alternative solution
that solely relies on pairwise correspondences. One
of the key aspects of our method is the use of multiRANSAC, which is able to deal with the sampling
of pairwise correspondences across multiple views
taking into account that they might induce different
error distributions. This framework is essential for our
11-point minimal solution to work in practice. There
are many aspects of the multi-RANSAC framework
that can be further developed. While in this paper
we mostly focus on analysing the effect of different
inlier distributions, other factors such as differences in
the error distribution of inlier samples might play an
important role in other multi-RANSAC applications.
This framework is also potentially useful in other
problems involving multiple views or different types
of correspondences.
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